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Based on the nonequilibrium density matrix method the kinetic description of electron transmission through
a single molecule with delocalized molecular orbitals is accomplished. Analytic expressions for the sequential
�hopping� component and the direct �tunnel� component of the current are derived and analyzed for the
particular case where the transmission proceeds through a single molecular orbital. It is shown that the
population of the orbital by the transferred electrons leads to the formation of two transmission channels. One
channel is related to electron transmission through the molecule in a state without an extra �transferred�
electron. The other channel accounts for electron transmission with the participation of the singly reduced state
of the molecule. Because the absence of an extra electron or the presence of one or two extra electrons is
determined by inelastic electron hopping processes, even the direct �tunnel� current through the molecule is
controlled by inelastic processes. These processes lead to a specific kinetic rectification effect, including a
regime with negative differential resistance, for the tunneling component of the current, provided that the
hopping rates between the molecule and the left electrode strongly differ from the hopping rates related to the
right electrode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During recent years substantial progress has been
achieved in the experimental and theoretical investigation of
electron transmission through individual molecules and mo-
lecular wires �see Refs. 1–8�. Typically, electron transmis-
sion is described in a model where the molecule, embedded
between two leads, acts as a dynamic scattering system. The
inter-electrode current is caused by elastic tunneling and can
be computed in the framework of the Landauer theory.8–11

Recent improvement of this approach also account for in-
elastic tunneling processes by including the coupling of mo-
lecular electron vibrational states to bath vibrations.12,13 The
coupling not only leads to the broadening of the electron
vibrational levels but also is responsible for the appearance
of vibrational sidebands in the resonant transmission. The
scattering approach assumes a direct transmission of an elec-
tron �or hole� from one electrode to another. However, there
exists an additional sequential �hopping� mechanism of elec-
tron transfer14–21 where the transmitted electron is captured
by the molecule. Usually it is supposed that the direct �co-
herent� and the sequential �incoherent� mechanism of elec-
tron transfer give an additive contribution to the total inter-
electrode current. Generally, it is not the case.21 The problem
appears thus to describe the current formation in the frame-
work of unified approach. This approach has to be beyond
scattering theory. �For instance, it is shown22 that off-reso-
nant inelastic tunneling cannot be adequately described in
the framework of Landauer theory.�

At present, two theoretical approaches are derived for a
correct description of electron transfer processes in the mol-
ecules. The first one is based on Keldysh formalism and uses
a nonequilibrium Green function method. This formalism has
been successfully applied to describe a phonon-assisted tun-

neling through a single bridge level,23,24 as well as for the
line shape and linewidths observed in recent inelastic elec-
tron tunnel spectroscopy experiments.24,25 The second theo-
retical approach is based on the nonequilibrium density ma-
trix method. The method allows one to carry out a unified
description of transmission processes reducing a general
master equation for a density matrix of the reference system
to the set of coupled kinetic �generally nonlinear� equations
for electronic populations of the electrode’s band levels and
the molecular levels. The results of a unified description of
electron transmission through a molecule �molecular wire�
demonstrate that the tunnel and the sequential mechanisms
of electron transfer give an additive contribution to the cur-
rent if the population of the molecule by extra �transferred�
electrons remains small.21,26 Otherwise the Coulomb interac-
tion between the transferred electrons essentially influences
the charge transmission. Over 15 years ago, this effect was
already described for mesoscopic two-barrier structures in-
cluding single-level quantum dots �cf., e.g., Refs. 27 and 28�.
But the effect also appears in single molecules and molecular
wires.29–35

The goal of the present paper is to demonstrate that it is
the forward and backward hopping processes, modified by
the Coulomb interaction between the transmitted electrons,
which control the single-electron current formation in a typi-
cal device arrangement like “lead-molecule-lead” depicted in
Fig. 1. Such a control takes place via the formation of spe-
cific transmission channels which are related to the number
of extra electrons captured by the molecule in the course of
electron transmission. The effect becomes particularly pro-
nounced if the molecule is coupled asymmetrically to the
leads which in turn gives rise to a kinetic rectification effect.
The latter results in strongly asymmetric current-voltage
characteristics, including regimes with negative differential
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resistance. A detail analysis of this effect will be given for
the case where the main transmission pathway is offered by a
single molecular orbital. The analytic results are derived with
the use of a unified approach based on the nonequilibrium
density matrix method.

II. MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS

The following considerations are based on our recent ki-
netic description of electron transmission through extended
molecular orbitals of a single molecule or molecular
wire.21,26 We will restrict the description to those cases where
the exchange interaction among the extra electrons is small
enough that a discrimination between different total spin
state of the extra electrons does not become necessary. More-
over, the neutral molecule is assumed to be in a zero-spin
state, and magnetic properties of the electrodes should be of
minor importance. It is also assumed that the sequential route
of an electron transfer occurs against fast vibrational relax-
ation so that one can introduce the population probabilities
for the molecular level.

A. Nonlinear kinetic equations for single-electron distributions

If the exchange interaction is of less importance the spin
states of a particular system are exclusively defined by the
spin projections of individual electrons. Therefore, each mul-
tielectron state �a� of the reference transfer system lead
�L�-molecule-lead �R� �LMR system� can be characterized
by a specific set of occupation numbers �N�= �. . . ,Nj�j

, . . . �
where the symbols j=rk and j=� describe the state of an
electron with wave vector k in the conduction band of the rth
�r=L ,R� lead and the �th molecular orbital �MO�, respec-
tively. The spin projection of the jth single-electron state is
denoted by � j = +1/2 ,−1/2 �↑, ↓�. Along with the occupa-

tion numbers Nj�j
=0,1 one may introduce the distribution

functions P�Nj�j
, t�, each of which defines the probabilities

Pj�j
�t�= P�1 j�j

, t� and 1− Pj�j
�t�= P�0 j�j

, t� that an electron
with spin projection � j does, or does not, populate a single-
electron state j, respectively. In the problem under consider-
ation we need to calculate the current

I = eṄL, �1�

where e�0 denotes the electron charge and ṄL �=−ṄR� is the
time derivative of the electron number of the left �right� lead.
Since

NL�t� = �
k�k

PLk�k
�t� , �2�

one has to determine the time derivative of the single-
electron state distribution Pj�j

�t� at j=Lk.
Generally, each Pj�j

�t� is obtained in using the definitions

Pj�j
�t� = �

Nj� j
=0,1

Nj�j
P�Nj�j

,t� �3�

and

P�Nj�j
,t� = �

�N��Nj� j

P�N��t� , �4�

where P�N��t� is the multielectron distribution function of the
total LMR system. This function satisfies the set of balance-
like equations26

Ṗ�N��t� = �
�N��

�K�N��→�N�P�N���t� − K�N�→�N��P�N��t�	 . �5�

The transfer rate K�N�→�N�� characterizes the transition from a
multielectron state

�a� 
 ��N�� = �
k�k

�NLk�k
��

q�q

�NRq�q
� �

���

�N���
�

to a multielectron state

�b� 
 ��N��� = �
k�k

�NLk�k
� ��

q�q

�NRq�q
� � �

���

�N���
� �

of the LMR system. Provided that the LMR states are given
as a product of single-electron states, the many-particle
population Pa�t� can be also expressed as a product of
single-particle populations. Noting this fact, summing up
both parts of Eq. �5� with respect to the complete set of
initial ��N�� and final ��N��� occupation numbers, and using
the definitions �3� and �4� along with the normalization con-
dition

�
Nj� j

=0,1
P�Nj�j

,t� = 1, �6�

we arrive at the following set of nonlinear kinetic equations
for the single-electron populations:21,26

FIG. 1. Single molecule embedded between two nanoelectrodes,
i.e., lead �L�-molecule-lead �R� �LMR� system. �a� Scheme of the
charge transmission process. �b� Coupling of a single molecular
orbital �lowest unoccupied molecular orbital �LUMO� level	 to the
band states of the left �right� electrode characterized by the quantity
VLk �VRk� �vibrational levels have been omitted�.
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Ṗj�j
�t� = �

�N�
�
�N��

�
k�k

�
q�q

�
���

Nj�j
�K�N��→�N�P�NLk�k

� ,t�

�P�NRq�q
� ,t�P�N���

� ,t� − K�N�→�N��

�P�NLk�k
,t�P�NRq�q

,t�P�N���
,t�	 . �7�

These basic nonlinear kinetic equations �for the detailed deri-
vation of this set of nonlinear kinetic equations see Refs. 21
and 26� are used in the following to derive an analytic ex-
pression for the current with the account of the Coulomb
interaction between different transferred electrons.

The contribution of the Coulomb interaction to the overall
energy of an LMR system strongly depends on the number of
electrons captured by the molecule. Therefore, the character
of the nonlinearity present in the kinetic equations �7� is also
determined by the number of captured electrons. It is re-
flected in a specific behavior of the rate K�N�→�N�� on the
occupation numbers. It has been shown26 that just these extra
electrons are responsible for the formation of different trans-
mission channels. One of them dominates the transmission
within the voltage region �0,Vres	, where Vres is the voltage
at which the resonant transmission through the lowest unoc-
cupied or highest occupied molecular orbital �LUMO or
HOMO� becomes possible. This channel corresponds to a
pure single-electron transmission through the neutral mol-
ecule �without extra electrons�. The probability for the elec-
trons to be transmitted through a neutral molecule is propor-
tional to the nonlinearity factor16,20,26

W0�t� = �
���

�1 − P���
�t�	 . �8�

This factor indicates that the efficiency of charge transfer
through the neutral molecule decreases when the population
P���

�t� of any �th MO increases.

B. Kinetic equations for the transmission through an isolated
molecular level

In what follows we consider the current formation caused
by a combined transmission through the neutral and singly
charged molecule. This circumvents the restriction �V�
�Vres and thus includes a region where the voltage bias �V�
exceeds Vres. Now, apart from expression �8� the additional
nonlinearity factors determine the transmission process. To
understand such a complex process in more detail let us re-
strict the transmission process through the LUMO level only
�Fig. 1� by supposing that all other unoccupied levels are
positioned far away from Fermi level. Consequently, at given
voltages, these levels provide a less important contribution to
the total current. Note, that the given description of charge
transmission through a single MO is only important for an
understanding of all those quantities responsible for the
transmission.6,7,23,24,32 In the present paper, we will show
analytically in which way the Coulomb interaction and the
kinetic processes control the formation of the current caused
by a direct �elastic� lead-lead and an indirect �inelastic� elec-
tron transmission. To this end, we will use the following
electron vibrational Hamiltonian of the LMR system

HLMR = HLR + HM + HLR−M . �9�

The first term on the right-hand side

HLR = �
r=L,R

�
k,�

Erkark�
† ark� �10�

is the standard electronic Hamiltonian of the leads with Erk
being the energy of an electron in the conduction band of the
rth electrode. In the absence of any magnetic interactions
this energy is independent of the electron spin �= ±1/2.
Electron creation and electron annihilation operators are de-
noted by ark�

† and ark�, respectively. The second term in Eq.
�9� refers to the molecular Hamiltonian. Its concrete form is
determined by the number of molecular levels, as well as the
number of extra electrons occupying these levels. In the
present paper, we study the formation of the direct �tunnel�
as well as the sequential �hopping� current component at the
presence of the Coulomb interaction between the transferred
electrons. To achieve a clear understanding of such a process,
the transmission through a single isolated molecular level M
is considered only. �In our case, the M is associated with the
LUMO level.� In the occupation number space, the elec-
tronic eigenstates of the molecular Hamiltonian are written
as �NM↑NM↓� where NM� gives the number �1 or 0� of an
extra electron occupying the MO M with spin �. Introducing
related electron creation �aM�

† � and annihilation �aM�� opera-
tors we obtain for the molecular Hamiltonian

HM = �
�

��
�0��	���	�� � �0M↑��0M↑� � �0M↓��0M↓�

+ �
�


E1M
�	1M
��	1M
� � �0M−���0M−�� � aM�
† aM�

+ �



�E2M
 + U��	2M
��	2M
� � aM↑
† aM↑aM↓

† aM↓.

�11�

This Hamiltonian is diagonal with respect to the occupation
number states �NM↑NM↓�. The eigenvalues define the energies
of the molecular electron vibrational states. In the case of a
neutral �“empty”� molecule �NM↑=0, NM↓=0� the energies
��

�0� give the position of the vibrational levels of the molecu-
lar ground state �neutral state�. �Note that �=0,1 ,2 , . . . .� If a
single extra electron occupies the molecule �NM↑=1, NM↓
=0 or NM↑=0, NM↓=1� the respective electron vibration en-
ergies are given by E1M
 with 
 �=0,1 ,2 , . . . � counting the
vibrational levels. The energies for a doubly charged mol-
ecule �NM↑=1, NM↓=1� are denoted by E2M
+U. Here, the
Hubbard parameter U has been included to account for the
Coulomb interaction among two extra electrons. The vibra-
tional eigenstates of the neutral, as well as of the singly, and
doubly charged molecule are denoted by �	��, �	1M
� and
�	2M
�, respectively. Figure 2 shows the mutual position of
these vibrational levels which are originated by a single re-
action coordinate Z.

Each eigenvalue related to a singly �s=1� and doubly �s
=2� occupied molecule contains an imaginary part
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EsM
 = �sM
 − i�sM
/2. �12�

In the imaginary part,

�sM
 = 2�sM
 + ��sM

�L� + �sM


�R� ��s,1 + 2s,2� , �13�

the contribution �sM
 determines the broadening of a MO
�with s captured electrons� caused by the interaction of the
molecular electron vibrational states with the bath modes.
The quantities �sM


�L� and �sM

�R� are given by the imaginary

parts of those self-energies which result from the interaction
of the molecule with the left �L� and the right �R�
electrode.4,24,36,37 In the case under consideration we set �r
=L ,R�

�1M

�r� = �

�

��1M

�r� ��1M
 − ��

�0�� ,

��1M

�r� �E� = 2��

k
�Vrk�,1M
�2�Erk − E� �14�

and

�2M

�r� = �


�

�1M
�2M

�r� ��2M
 + U − �1M
�� ,

�1M
�2M

�r� �E� = 2��

k
�Vrk1M
�,2M
�2�Erk − E� . �15�

The quantity Vrk�,1M
 is the matrix element characterizing
single-electron transfer, with an electron preliminary occupy-
ing the 
th vibrational sublevel of a given MO and having
the energy �1M
. It hops to the kth band level of the rth
electrode �with energy Erk�. Within the transition the mol-
ecule in the neutral state moves into the �th vibrational sub-
level with energy ��

�0�. The other matrix element Vrk1M
�,2M


describes single-electron transfer from the 
th molecular
electron vibrational level �with energy �2M
� related to a
doubly charged molecule �cf. Fig. 2�. The transferred elec-
tron arrives at the kth band level of the rth electrode while
the molecule �with only a single extra electron� changes into
the 
�th electron-vibrational level with energy �1M
�. The
related transfer operator reads

VLR-M = �
r=L,R

�
k�

�
�


Vrk�,1M
ark�
† aM� � �0M−���0M−��

� �	���	1M
� + �


�

Vrk1M
�,2M
ark�
† aM�

� �1M−���1M−�� � �	1M
���	2M
� + H.c.� . �16�

It is responsible for single-electron transitions between the
molecule and the leads and covers all charged states of the
molecule described so far.

We are now in a position to specify the kinetic equations
describing electron transfer in the LMR system with a single
MO. Since both electrodes are considered as macroscopic
systems and in the absence of a magnetic field as well as for
nonmagnetic electrodes it becomes possible to set �see also
Ref. 21� Prk↑�t�= Prk↓�t�� fr�Erk−eVr� on the right-hand
side of set �7�. Here,

fr��� = �exp��� − ErF�/kBT	 + 1�−1 �17�

is the Fermi distribution of the rth electrode �ErF denotes the
respective Fermi level�. Below, to be specific, we suppose
that the left lead stays at zero voltage; thus VL=0, VR=V.
Furthermore, we put ELF=ERF=EF.

The analysis of the charge transmission is based on the
solution of a closed set of kinetic equations for the single-
electron distribution functions PLk�k

�t�, PRq�q
�t�, and

PM�M
�t�. These kinetic equations follow from a general set of

nonlinear kinetic equations �7� after specifying the form of
each transfer rate K�N�→�N��. This can be done by using the
general expression for the K�N�→�N�� �see Eq. �36� of Ref. 26	,
as well as upon use of Eqs. �10�, �11�, and �16�. It yields

ṖLk↑�t� = − �KLk→MW0�t� − KM→LkWM0�t�	

− �KLk→M�U�W0M�t� − KM→Lk�U�WMM�t�	

− �
q

��KLk→Rq − KRq→Lk�W0�t� + �KLk→Rq�U�

− KRq→Lk�U�	�W0M�t� + WM0�t�	� �18�

and

FIG. 2. Relative position of potential energy
surfaces referring to the neutral �empty� and sin-
gly charged molecule �a� as well as to the singly
charged molecule and the molecule with two ex-
tra electrons �b�. The nuclear displacement � re-
lates to the reaction coordinate Z. Erk denotes the
electron energy at lead r, �sM
=�sM
�0�+s�eV is
the energetic position of the 
th electron vibra-
tion level at nonzero voltage V for a singly �s
=1� and doubly �s=2� charged molecule ��sM
�0�
gives the position at zero voltage	. The quantities
Vrk�,1M
 and Vrk1M
�,2M
 characterize the cou-
pling between LMR electron vibrational states.
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ṖM↑�t� = − �
r=L,R

�
k

��KM→rkWM0�t� − Krk→MW0�t�	

+ �KM→rk�U�WMM�t� − Krk→M�U�W0M�t�	� .

�19�

The nonlinear equations governing the remaining popula-
tions PLk↓�t�, PRq↑�t�, PRq↓�t�, and PM↓�t� have a similar
form. They directly follow from the respective nonlinear
equations �18� and �19� by introducing some simple changes
in the notation. The partial rate constants in Eqs. �18� and
�19� assume a form which is similar to those derived in Ref.
26 �cf. Eqs. �A24� and �A29�	. Therefore, we quote the final
expressions for the transfer rates only �see Eqs. �23�–�26�,
�29�, and �30�	. The nonlinearity of the kinetic equations �18�
and �19� is caused by the following four nonlinearity factors:

W0�t� = �1 − PM↑�t�	�1 − PM↓�t�	 ,

WM0�t� = PM↑�t��1 − PM↓�t�	 ,

W0M�t� = �1 − PM↑�t�	PM↓�t�, WMM�t� = PM↑�t�PM↓�t� .

�20�

Each factor defines the probability to find the MO in a spe-
cific charging state. The first factor is identical to that is
given by Eq. �8�.

The kinetic equations �18� and �19� can be simplified
somewhat by using the fact that in the absence of a magnetic
field the relation PM↑�t�= PM↓�t�
 P�t� is valid. Thus, using
Eqs. �2�, �18�, and �20� one arrives at

ṄL�t� = − 2�	L�1 − P�t�	2 − 	−LP�t��1 − P�t�	�

− 2�	L�U�P�t��1 − P�t�	 − 	−L�U�P2�t��

− 2�QLR�1 − P�t�	2 + 2QLR�U�P�t��1 − P�t�	� .

�21�

It follows from relation �1� and Eq. �21� that the current is
not only defined by respective transfer rates but as well by
the level populations �1− P�t�	2, P�t��1− P�t�	, and P2�t�.
The kinetic equation for a single-electron distribution P�t�
follows from Eq. �19�, and reads

Ṗ�t� = − ��	−L + 	−R�P�t��1 − P�t�	 − �	L + 	R��1 − P�t�	2�

− ��	−L�U� + 	−R�U�	P2�t�

− �	L�U� + 	R�U�	P�t��1 − P�t�	� . �22�

In Eqs. �21� and �22� the integral transfer rates

	L =
2�

�
�

�k

�VLk�,1M
�2fL�ELk�W���
�0��L�ELk + ��

�0� − �1M
� ,

	L�U� =
2�

�
�



�k

�VLk1M
,2M
��
2fL�ELk�W��1M
�

� L�ELk + �1M
 − �2M
� − U� �23�

and

	R =
2�

�
�

�q

�VRq�,1M
�2fR�ERq − eV�W���
�0��

�L�ERq + ��
�0� − �1M
� ,

	R�U� =
2�

�
�



�q

�VRq1M
,2M
��
2fR�ERq − eV�W��1M
�

� L�ERq + �1M
 − �2M
� − U� �24�

describe transitions of an electron from the singly occupied
molecular level to the leads �rates 	L and 	R�, or from the
doubly occupied molecular level �rates 	L�U� and 	R�U�	.
The integral transfer rates

	−L =
2�

�
�

�k

�VLk�,1M
�2�1 − fL�ELk�	W��1M
�

�L�ELk + ��
�0� − �1M
� ,

	−L�U� =
2�

�
�



�k

�VLk1M
,2M
��
2�1 − fL�ELk�	W��2M
��

� L�ELk + �1M
 − �2M
� − U� �25�

and

	−R =
2�

�
�

�q

�VRq�,1M
�2�1 − fR�ELk − eV�	W��1M
�

� L�ERq + ��
�0� − �1M
� ,

	−R�U� =
2�

�
�



�q

�VRq1M
,2M
��
2�1 − fR�ERq�	W��2M
��

� L�ERq + �1M
 − �2M
� − U� �26�

characterize the reverse processes, where a single electron
moves from the corresponding lead into the empty �rates 	−L
and 	−R�, or singly occupied �rates 	−L�U� and 	−R�U�	 MO,
respectively. In the expressions �23�–�26�, the Lorentzians
L�Ea−Eb�= �2/�����a+�b� / ��Ea−Eb�2+ ��a+�b�2 /4	� in-
clude the broadenings �a and �b of the involved molecular
electron vibrational levels. These broadenings are defined by
Eq. �13�. The distribution function

W���
�0�� = Z0

−1e−���
�0�−�0

�0��/kBT, Z0 = �



e−���
�0�−�0

�0��/kBT,

�27�

specifies the probability to find an neutral �empty� molecule
in the �th vibrational state. Similar distribution functions

W��sM
� = Zs
−1e−��sM
−�sM0�/kBT, Zs = �




e−��sM
−�sM0�/kBT

�28�

describe the state with a single extra electron �s=1� or with
two extra electrons �s=2� occupying the MO. Note that the
quantities ��

�0� and �sM0 denote the lowest vibrational levels
of corresponding molecular level.
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In Eq. �21�, the quantity QLR=KL→R−KR→L is the net
charge flow from the left lead to the right lead if the mol-
ecule does not contain an extra electron. Similarly, the flow
through a singly charge molecule is QLR�U�=KL→R�U�
−KR→L�U�. The charge flows are given by the respective
lead-lead integral transfer rates KL�R�→R�L� and KL�R�→R�U�. If
an electron moves from the left to the right lead, the noted
rates are given by the expressions

KL→R =
2�

�
�
���

�
kq
��




VLk�,1M

* VRq��,1M


ELk + ��
�0� − E1M


�2

� fL�ELk��1 − fR�ERq − eV�	W���
�0��

�L�ELk + ��
�0� − ERq − ���

�0�� �29�

and

KL→R�U� =
2�

�
�



��

�
kq
��


�

VLk1M
,2M
�
* VRq1M�,2M
�

ELk + �1M
 − E2M
� − U �2

� fL�ELk��1 − fR�ERq − eV�	W��1M
�

�L�ELk + �1M
 − ERq − �1M�� . �30�

Similar expressions are valid for the integral transfer rates
KR→L and KR→L�U� which characterize the motion of an
electron from the right lead to the left lead. Note that both
rates KL�R�→R�L� and KL�R�→R�L��U� describe a coherent lead-
lead electron transmission process. In the expressions �29�
and �30� the quantities E1M
 and E2M
 are the molecular elec-
tron vibrational energies corresponding the case where either
a single extra electron or two extra electrons occupy the
same MO. These energies contain imaginary parts ��1M
 /2
or �2M
 /2� caused by the interaction with the bath and the
leads �cf. Eq. �13�	.

Setting Ṗ�t�=0 and denoting by P the stationary occu-
pancy of a molecular level by a single extra electron with a
definite spin projection one obtains the solution of Eq. �22�
as

P =
S

1 + S
,

S =
1

2A�U�
���A − B�U�	2 + 4BA�U� − �A − B�U�	� ,

�31�

where we have introduced the set of abbreviations

A = ��	−L + 	−R�, B = ��	L + 	R� ,

A�U� = ��	−L�U� + 	−R�U�	, B�U� = ��	L�U� + 	R�U�	 .

�32�

III. CURRENT THROUGH DIRECT AND SEQUENTIAL
TRANSMISSION PATHWAYS

Based on Eqs. �1�, �21�, and �31� we will analyze hereaf-
ter the stationary current-voltage �I-V� characteristics of a

single molecule. Note, that the integral transfer rates charac-
terizing the electron transmission in a LMR system include
different vibrational-assisted transition pathways. This al-
lows one to study vibrational-assisted transmission in the
presence of Coulomb interactions between the transferred
electrons. Recent studies on vibrational-assisted single-
electron transmission �done for such conditions where the
Coulomb corrections are less important� highlighted the par-
ticular nature of the vibronic states involved in the transfer
process.12,13,23,24 In the present paper, however, we will ex-
clusively concentrate on the influence of Coulomb interac-
tions on the kinetics of current formation. In order to do this,
a somewhat simplified description is carried out by replacing
the Lorentzians in the transfer rates �23�–�26�, �29�, and �30�
by corresponding  functions. This translates, for example,
the rates �23� into

	L =
1

�
�
�


W���
�0��fL�E���1M


�L� �E� �E = �1M
 − ��
�0�� ,

	L�U� =
1

�
�


�

W��1M
��fL�E��1M
�2M

�L� �E�

�E = �2M
 + U − �1M
�� . �33�

A further simplification can be introduced by applying the
Condon approximation resulting in Vrk�,1M
=Vrk�	� �	1
�
and Vrk1M
�,2M
=V1rk�	1
� �	2
�. Vrk and V1rk are the cou-
plings between the lowest electron vibrational molecular lev-
els and the kth band level of the rth electrode when the
molecule is singly or doubly occupied by the extra electrons
�cf. Fig. 1�. Using the definition of the broadenings given in
Eqs. �14� and �15� one obtains �1M


�L� �E�=���L�E��	� �	1
�2

where �L�E�=2��k�Vrk�2�ELk−E� �E=�1M
−��
�0�� is the

standard form for the broadening caused by the interaction
with a macroscopic electrode. It is a well established fact that
for a wide conduction band �L�E� �as well as the �R�E�	 are
independent of E.3,6,10,38 Thus, setting �L��1M
−��

�0����L

and taking into account the property ���	� �	
�2=1 one re-
alizes that in the wideband approximation, ��1M


�L� �E���L,
becomes independent of the vibrational molecular states. Ac-
cordingly, we obtain

	L � �1/���LFL
�ine�,

FL
�ine� 
 �

�


W���
�0���	��	1
�2fL��1M
 − ��

�0�� . �34�

In a similar way one derives

	L�U� � �1/���L�U�FL
�ine��U� ,

FL
�ine��U� 
 �



�

W��1
��	1
�	2
��
2fL��2M
� + U − �1M
� .

�35�

The rates 	R and 	R�U� are again given by Eqs. �34� and �35�
but with the replacement �L, �L�U�, and fL�E� by �R, �R�U�,
and fR�E−eV�, respectively. The expressions FL

�ine�, FR
�ine�,
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FL
�ine��U�, and FR

�ine��U� include the temperature and cause the
voltage dependence of the respective transfer rates. They
also control the vibrational-assisted inelastic component of
the current. The backward hopping transfer rates are ex-
pressed through respective direct transfer rates as �s=L ,R�

	−s = e�Es�V�/kBT	s, 	−s�U� = e�Es�V,U�/kBT	s�U� . �36�

The �EL�V�=�E1
�0�+�eV, �ER�V�=�E1

�0�− �1−��eV, and
�EL�V ,U�=�E2

�0�+U+�eV, �ER�V ,U�=�E2
�0�+U− �1

−��eV are the gaps between the LMR electronic energy lev-
els and respective Fermi levels. These LMR levels differ
from one other by the number of electrons occupying the
MO. � denotes the voltage division factor �see below�. The
quantities �E1

�0�=�1M0�0�−�0
�0�−EF and �E2

�0�+U=�2M0�0�
−�1M0�0�+U−EF denote the zero-voltage gaps. In the frame-
work of a Hubbard model one has to set �2M0�0�=2�1M0�0�.
It means that the energy difference �1M0�0�−�0

�0� coincides
with �2M0�0�−�1M0�0� and thus �E1

�0�=�E2
�0�
�E�0�.

Therefore, the noted gaps can be represented in the form �cf.
Fig. 3�

�EL�V� = �EL�V,U = 0�, �EL�V,U� = �E�0� + U + �eV ,

�ER�V� = �ER�V,U = 0� ,

�ER�V,U� = �E�0� + U − �1 − ��eV . �37�

The energy gaps depend on the voltage division factor �3,6,38

which controls �through the applied voltage V� the shift of
delocalized molecular levels.

Now, using the above given expressions for the transfer
rates as well as Eqs. �1�, �2�, and �21� we arrive at the fol-
lowing formula for the stationary current:

I = Iine + Idir. �38�

The inelastic current component reads

Iine = I02���LFL
�ine���1 − P�2 − e�EL�V�/kBTP�1 − P�	

+ �L�U�FL
�ine��U��P�1 − P� − e�EL�V,U�/kBTP2	� ,

�39�

and the current component associated with a direct electron
tunneling between the electrodes takes the form �note the
introduction of elementary current unit I0
2�e� /h�80 �A�:

Idir = 2I0 �L�R

�L + �R
F�1 − P�2

+ 2
�L�U��R�U�

�L�U� + �R�U�
F�U�P�1 − P�� . �40�

The prefactors

F = �
�


W���
�0���	��	1
�4

��arctan 2��R�


�L + �R
� − arctan 2��L�


�L + �R
�� �41�

and

F�U� = �


�

W��1M
��	1
�	2
��
4

��arctan2��R

��U�

�L + �R
� − arctan2��L

�

�L + �R
��

�42�

include the temperature and voltage dependence of the re-
spective direct current components. The quantities

��r�
 = �Er�V� + ��1M
 − �1M0� − ���
�0� − �0

�0�� ,

��r

��U� = �Er�V,U� + ��2M
� − �2M0� − ��1M
 − �1M0�

�43�

are the energy gaps between the electron vibrational molecu-
lar energies and the Fermi level of the rth electrode �cf. Eq.
�37� for electronic energy gaps	.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equations �38�–�40� together with Eq. �31� enables us to
analyze the electron transfer through a molecule for such a
case that the charge transmission takes place through a single
isolated level. This transmission is controlled by the Cou-
lomb interaction between the extra electrons occupying the
same MO as well as by kinetic processes. Those are not only
responsible for a delivery of electrons from one lead to an-
other but also for the population of the molecule by the trans-
ferred electrons. The prefactors FL�R�

�ine� and FL�R�
�ine��U� �cf. Eqs.

�34� and �35�	, as well as F and F�U� �cf. Eqs. �41� and

FIG. 3. Energy gaps in the
LMR system for the singly
charged molecule �scheme 1� and
the molecule with two extra elec-
trons �scheme 2�. �In the frame-
work of the Hubbard model one
may set �2M0�0�=2�1M0�0�.	
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�42�	, show that a vibrational fine structure of the I-V char-
acteristics should become observable at appreciable displace-
ments among the different nuclear equilibrium configurations
in the molecule �or/and at sufficiently large change of the
vibrational frequencies�. If such a displacement exists be-
tween the empty as well as the singly and doubly charged
molecules �cf. Fig. 2�, then the overlap integrals �	� �	1
�
and �	1
 �	2
�� between the different vibrational wave func-
tions do not vanish even at ��
 and 
�
�.

A. Case with symmetric contacts

Figure 4 displays the behavior of both current components
for the case of symmetric contacts of the molecule, using
�=1/2, �L=�R, �L�U�=�R�U�, as well as for a relatively
large nuclear displacement �. The quantity � determines the
overlap integrals �	� �	1
� and �	1
 �	2
��. For instance,
�	0 �	1
�2��	10 �	2
�2= ��2 /2�
�1/
!�exp�−�2 /2�. For the
sake of simplicity the displacement � as well as the fre-
quency �0 of the single reaction coordinate are assumed to
be independent of the electronic state of the molecule, as in
the Holstein model.39 The I-V characteristics are strongly
nonlinear and contain steps, induced by the inelastic compo-
nent, and peaks, stemming from the direct component. The
steps and peaks appear at identical resonance voltages de-
fined by the conditions ��r�
=0 and ��r

��U�=0. The reso-
nance voltages completely coincide with those for a single-
electron level occupancy �cf. the inset in Fig. 4	. This fact
clearly demonstrates that the population of the molecule by
the transferred electrons represents an important factor which
controls the sequential and the direct transmission process.
The first step and the first peak corresponds to the activation

of the phononless resonance transmission at V=VLr�0� and
�V�=VRr�0�, where

VLr�0� = �E�0�/��e�, VRr�0� = �E�0�/�1 − ���e� . �44�

At a symmetric position of the molecule with respect to the
leads the voltage division factor � equals 0.5 and thus choos-
ing �E�0�=0.5 eV one obtains VLr�0�=VRr�0�=1 V. The
following steps and peaks correspond to the vibrational sat-
ellites. The transmission processes appearing at the reso-
nance voltage �44� occur along the first transmission channel.
Such a channel is formed if the molecule does not contain an
extra electron and thus each transferring electron moves
through the empty �i.e., neutral� molecule. If the voltage
reaches V=VLr�U� or �V�=VRr�U� where

VLr�U� = ��E�0� + U	/��e� ,

VRr�U� = ��E�0� + U	/�1 − ���e� , �45�

a new phononless resonant transmission process starts. It
proceeds along the second transmission channel. This chan-
nel is formed when the molecule is reduced by a single extra
electron. This electron is captured by the molecule in the
course of electron transmission and, thus, each transferred
electron interacts via Coulomb forces with the electron al-
ready captured. In the regions V�VLr�U�=3 V and �V�
�VRr�U�=3 V the steps and peaks are originated by the sec-
ond transmission channel.40

The number of vibrational satellites, which define the fine
structure of the current components through the steps and
peaks, is determined by two parameters. The first parameter
is the frequency of reaction coordinate �0 and the second one
is the nuclear displacement �. In our case, the frequency is a
rather large so that exp�−��0 /kBT��1. Therefore, even at
room temperature, the factors �34�, �35�, �41�, and �42� be-
come temperature-independent quantities. It means that only
the T=0 �cold� vibrational satellite are represented in Fig. 4.
Moreover, the parameter � controls the contribution of each
current component to the total current �through the overlap
integrals �	� �	1
� and �	1
 �	2
���. Since the factors �34�,
�35�, �41�, and �42� include the overlap integrals in the sec-
ond and fourth powers, respectively, the inelastic component
exceeds the direct one. Therefore, at the given value �=1.8
the steps are more pronounced than the peaks. The direct
current component exceeds the inelastic one only in the pre-
resonant regions V�VLr�0� and �V��VRr�0� since the latter
is exclusively originated by thermal activation processes.

The influence of the parameter � on the current is depicted
in Fig. 5, indicating an increase of the current with a de-
crease of the nuclear displacement. Moreover, the I-V char-
acteristics attains less pronounced structures. At small
nuclear displacements �cf. Fig. 6� the overlap integrals re-
duce to Kronecker symbols, �	� �	1
���,
 and �	1
 �	2
��
�
,
� what lets the vibrationless transmission dominate.
Note, however, that basic structure in the I-V characteristics
�the resonant switching among two transmission channels at
1 and 3 V� survives. Moreover, the resonant voltages �44�
and �45� are fixed in a much more clear way for the case of
vibrationless transmission. Below we will use this fact to

FIG. 4. Electron vibrational fine structure of the symmetric I-
V characteristics related to the inclusion of a single molecular or-
bital. Each current component is controlled by the level popula-
tions. The small steps �for the inelastic component, solid line� and
the small peaks �for the direct component, dashed line� fix the po-
sition of the resonances related to the electron vibrational levels.
�The calculations are based on Eqs. �39�, �40�, and �31� with kBT
=0.01 eV, ��0=0.15 eV, �=0.5, �=1.8, �E�0�=0.5 eV, U=1 eV,
�L�0�=�R�0�=0.15 eV, �L�U�=�R�U�=0.25 eV.	
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demonstrate the importance of kinetic processes and the
Coulomb interaction in the current formation.

Let us next consider such a somewhat approximate de-
scription in more detail. To this end, we set �	� �	1
���,


and �	1
 �	2
���
,
�, and use the Holstein model for the
description of vibrational states. In the framework of this
model the relations �1M
−�


�0�=�1M0−�0
�0� are valid for any

vibrational state 
. Therefore, the expressions �41� and �42�
emerge as

F = arctan2�ER�V�
�L + �R

� − arctan2�EL�V�
�L + �R

� ,

F�U� = arctan 2�ER�V,U�
�L�U� + �R�U�� − arctan 2�EL�V,U�

�L�U� + �R�U�� .

�46�

Now, the direct interelectrode current is given by Eqs. �40�
and �46�. The factors FL�R�

�ine� and FL�R�
�ine��U� are also simplified,

leading to

	r =
1

�
�rn„�Er�V�…, 	−r =

1

�
�r�1 − n„�Er�V�…	 ,

	r�U� =
1

�
�r�U�n„�Er�V,U�… ,

	−r�U� =
1

�
�r�U��1 − n„�Er�V,U�…	 , �47�

where we introduced the distribution functions

n„�Er�V�… = �exp��Er�V�/kBT	 + 1�−1,

n„�Er�V,U�… = �exp��Er�V,U�/kBT	 + 1�−1. �48�

Therefore, the inelastic current component �39� can be ob-
tained as

Iine = I02���L�n„�EL�V�…�1 − P�2 − �1 − n„�EL�V�…	

�P�1 − P�� + �L�U��n„�EL�V,U�…P�1 − P�

− �1 − n„�EL�V,U�…	P2�� . �49�

Both the direct and the sequential current components �cf.
Eqs. �40� and �49�, respectively	 include the transmission
through two intermediate molecular states. The lowest inter-
mediate state corresponds to a singly occupied molecule. In
Fig. 3 �scheme 1�, this state is denoted by the symbol �0�
referring to the absence of the Coulomb interaction between
the transferred electrons. Such a state is connected with the
lead states via the couplings VLk and VRq �cf. Fig. 1�. This
results in level broadenings �L /2 and �R /2 which character-
ize the efficiency of the electron transfer through the first
transmission channel. The other intermediate state corre-
sponds to two extra electrons in the molecule, and the pres-
ence of the Coulomb interaction between these extra elec-
trons has to be considered. In Fig. 3 �scheme 2� the second
state is denoted by the symbol �U�. Now, the molecule-lead
couplings are V1Lk and V1Rq and the corresponding level
broadenings are �L�U� /2 and �R�U� /2. The latter quantities
characterize the efficiency of electron transfer through the
second transmission channel. Generally, the couplings Vrk
and V1rk differ from each other. Therefore, the quantities �r
and �r�U� �r=L ,R� do not coincide. The formation of the
intermediate states strongly depends on inelastic processes in
the LMR system. In our case the sequential electrode-
molecule and molecule-electrode hopping processes provide
a mechanism that leads to a population of the molecule by

FIG. 5. Symmetric I-V characteristics related to the inclusion of
a single molecular orbital. For a small nuclear displacement the
electron vibrational fine structure of the total current vanishes and
the current peculiarities �stepwise behavior� caused by the Coulomb
interaction between the captured electrons are clearly displayed.
�Calculations according to Eqs. �31� and �38�–�40�. The parameters
are the same as those of Fig. 4 except for the displacement �.	

FIG. 6. Relative position of the potential energy surfaces for a
small mutual displacement of nuclear equilibrium configuration.
The peculiar case is considered where the extra electron comes
from the Fermi level of the rth electrode so that Erk=�r. The gaps
between the lowest LMR energy levels are given by Eqs. �37� at
�L=EF and �R=EF+eV.
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the transferred electrons. This fact is clearly reflected in the
dependence of the single-electron distributions P on the hop-
ping transfer rates 	r�−r� and 	r�−r��U� �cf. Eqs. �31� and
�32�	.

B. Case with asymmetric contacts

In what follows we will analyze the importance of inelas-
tic processes in regulating the direct current Idir. The direct
current component covers two contributions which are re-
lated to the tunneling transfer through the intermediate states
discussed before and, thus, two different transmission chan-
nels contribute. In contrast to the sequential mechanism of
current formation the direct transmission mechanism moves
the electrons just from one lead to the other. Therefore, the
molecular states only act as virtual states providing the cou-
pling between the leads. It is important, however, to empha-
size that the opening of each direct transmission channel
strongly depends on the population of the molecule �charging
state�, i.e., on the probabilities �1− P�2 and P�1− P� to have
the molecule without an extra electron and with a single
extra electron, respectively. Because these probabilities are
determined by inelastic hopping processes �cf. Eqs. �31� and
�32�	 the direct lead-lead transmission is also governed by
inelastic processes. Figure 7 demonstrates this dependence at
asymmetric molecule-lead couplings. The inset elucidates
the role of inelastic processes in the formation of a single-
electron level population.

Let us discuss the first mechanism of current formation
for V�0. In the region V�VLr�0�, the gap �EL�V� �cf. Fig.
3�, scheme 1, is positive and, thus, the transmission occurs in
the preresonance region. The main contribution to the direct
component is related to the first transmission channel where
the molecule mediates an electron transfer by remaining in
its neutral, empty state. According to the condition �EL�V�
�0, the thermal population of the molecule by the trans-

ferred electrons is negligible. Actually, in Eq. �47�, the dis-
tribution functions �48� are close to zero and, consequently,
A�0���L+�R, B�0��0, A�U���L�U�+�R�U�, B�U��0.41

It yields P�0. One can perceive that in the preresonant re-
gion V�VLr�0� the direct current component is ruled by the
first term on the right side of Eq. �40�. In the voltage region
V�VLr�0� the gap �EL�V� becomes negative. It means that
an electron moves out of the left lead and enters the molecu-
lar level in a resonant manner. In the same way, it leaves the
molecular level and arrives at an empty band level of the
right lead. Since the stationary regime is studied, the prob-
ability for the transferred electron to be captured by the mol-
ecule is given by a relation between the rates ingoing and
outgoing transfer �via the quantities �32�	.

In the voltage region VLr�U��V�VLr�0�, one may derive
A�0���R, B�0���L, A�U���L�U�+�R�U�, B�U��0. In
the case under consideration, the asymmetry in the couplings
of the molecule to the electrodes is determined by the rela-
tions �L /�R=10−2, and �L�U� /�R�U�=10−2. Therefore, in
accordance with Eq. �31� one obtains P��L /�R=10−2.
When V�VLr�U�, see in Eq. �44�, then �EL�V��0 and
�EL�V ,U��0 �cf. Fig. 3�. Now, the molecular levels cover-
ing a single or two electrons are in resonance with the band
levels of the left electrode. This results in A�0���R, B�0�
��L, A�U���R�U�, B�U���L�U�. Again, it yields P
��L /�R=10−2. Therefore, at V�0 the dependence of the
direct current component on V is given by the expression

Idir = I0
2�L�R

�L + �R
F � 2I0�LF . �50�

Here, F is defined by Eq. �46�, and the expression for Idir
shows that the direct current has not any particular structure
at positive voltages.

The behavior changes for negative bias voltages. Al-
though the voltage dependence of the current in the region
�V��VRr�0� is similar to that for V�VLr�0� �the value of the
current increases with V�, it changes just when the first reso-
nant transmission is switched on. This resonant transmission
involves the sequential transfer mechanism, and the molecu-
lar level is populated by the transferred electrons coming
from the right electrode. Actually, in the region VRr�U�
� �V��VRr�0� one may derive A�0���L, B�0���R, A�U�
��L�U�+�R�U�, B�U��0. Therefore, P���R / ���R

+��R�U�	�0.41. The probability for a single-electron popu-
lation becomes P�0.41, and a particular blocking of the first
transmission channel takes place. But the presence of an ex-
tra electron at the molecular level opens the second transmis-
sion channel. The blocking of the first channel and the open-
ing of the second channel are responsible for the first
resonant peak in a direct current component. The increase of
the direct current takes place up to V=VRr�U� where a sud-
den current drop appears, constituting a pronounced regime
with negative differential resistance. This is caused by the
fact that both molecular levels, with one and two captured
electrons �cf. Fig. 3� are in resonance with the filled band
levels of the right electrode at V�VRr�U�. Therefore, A�0�
��L, B�0���R, A�U���L�U�, B�U���R�U�, and thus
P��R�U� / ��L�U�+�R�U�	�1 while 1− P��L�U� /�R�U�

FIG. 7. Kinetic rectification of the current through a single mo-
lecular level. The current asymmetry results from different values of
the level broadening. The performed calculations are according to
the set of equations �31� and �40�. The chosen parameters are the
same as those in Fig. 4 except for �=0.01, �L�0�=0.002 eV,
�R�0�=0.2 eV, �L�U�=0.04 eV, and �R�U�=0.4 eV.
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�10−2. This means that in the vicinity of the second resonant
voltage V=VRr�U� the current takes the value

Idir = 4I0��L�U�2/�R�U�	F�U� . �51�

Comparing the current at V�0 and V�0 as depicted in Fig.
7 one notices a strong asymmetry in the I-V characteristics.
Moreover, a pronounced rectification effect is observed for
�V��2 V, which originates via a regulation effect of inelastic
kinetic processes on the tunnel transmission. These processes
are responsible for population of the considered molecular
level by the transferred electrons. The effect becomes par-
ticularly important at a resonant transmission and for those
situations where the transfer rates responsible for the electron
population of the molecule differ strongly from those con-
trolling the escape of electrons.

In the considered example only the case has been dis-
cussed where in the resonant region at V�0, the hopping
rates 	L=�L /� and 	L�U�=�L�U� /� are much smaller than
the rates 	−R=�R /� and 	−R�U�=�R�U� /�. In such a situa-
tion, the molecule rapidly looses the transferred electrons;
consequently, its population remains negligible for V�0. As
a result, the direct tunnel current through the single molecu-
lar level is formed in line with standard scattering theory. In
contrast, in the resonant region at V�0, the hopping rates
	−L=�L /� and 	−L�U�=�L�U� /� are much smaller than the
hopping rates 	R=�R /� and 	R�U�=�R�U� /�. Now, the
transferred electrons dominantly populate the molecule and,
as a result, the probability to find a molecule without extra
electrons strongly decreases. This is the effect which ex-
plains the control of the tunnel current by inelastic transfer
processes and allows to elucidate the kinetic rectification.
Note that the effect holds true even for �=0.5 where the
standard scattering approach does not predict any rectifica-
tion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

With this present work we investigated the influence of
kinetic processes and the Coulomb interaction in the course
of charge transmission through a single molecule that is em-
bedded in between two electrodes. Equations �38�–�40� de-
scribe analytically the off-resonant as well as resonant cur-
rents mediated by an isolated molecular level. Note that the
current component �39� is formed by a pure inelastic electron
transfer through the molecule. At the same time, the current
component �40� refers to a direct interelectrode electron
transmission. This component is associated with a tunnel
mechanism of electron transfer which, however, proceeds
against the background of a kinetic population of the mol-
ecule by the transferred electrons. By use of analytical means
we could elucidate that in preresonant voltage region both
elastic �tunnel� and inelastic �hopping� mechanisms of off-
resonant charge transmission work independently of one an-
other. The off-resonant regime exists when a level is posi-
tioned sufficiently high above the Fermi level of the
electrodes to avoid thermally activated population of the
molecule by extra electrons. Such a situation is guaranteed in
the preresonant voltage regions 0�V�VLr�0� and 0� �V�

�VRr�0� �Eq. �44�	. The first transmission channel is realized
if the molecule does not contain any extra electron. Since the
molecule remains neutral �it is empty�, there does not appear
interelectron Coulomb interaction, and a direct electron
transmission from one electrode to the other can be described
by the standard Landauer scattering theory. The situation
changes drastically for V�VLr�0� ��V��VRr�0�	. At such
voltages, a resonant charge transmission is switched on so
that the activationless hopping transfer moves electrons from
the electrodes into the molecule. The probability that a mol-
ecule remains empty becomes now less than 1 and is deter-
mined by �1− P�2, where P denotes the single-electron popu-
lation of the molecular level, Eq. �31�. Therefore, the
contribution to the current related to the first transmission
channel strongly decreases. Note, however, that at the same
time the second transmission channel caused by the singly
reduced molecule is involved in the transfer process. If the
molecule already contains a single extra electron the next
transferred electron senses it via the Coulomb repulsion. The
probability for the molecule to capture a single extra electron
is 2P�1− P� �the prefactor 2 accounts for spin degeneracy�.
Since the population P is originated by inelastic hopping
processes �cf. Eqs. �22�, �31�, and �32�	, the direct �tunnel�
electron transmission is also modified by inelastic transfer
processes. It is important to emphasize that the extent of
single-electron population strongly depends on the direction
of the electron transfer process. If the outflow of an electron
from the molecular level is much faster than the transfer
from the electrode into the level, the molecule is unable to
capture an electron and conserves its empty state even at
resonant transmission conditions. In the reverse case, how-
ever, the stationary population P becomes large. This is pos-
sible for V�VLr�U� ��V��VRr�U�	 depending on the relation
between the broadenings �L, �R, �L�U�, and �R�U�. The
asymmetry in molecular population of the transferred elec-
trons leads to the appearance of a specific kinetic rectifica-
tion effect: this is manifested by a strongly asymmetric I-V
characteristic which in addition also contains regions of
negative differential resistance, Fig. 7. Thus, the hopping
processes play an important role in resonant electron transfer
�including the transfer along a tunnel route� via the kinetic
population of the molecule by the transferred electrons, i.e.,
via a molecular recharge. At large nuclear displacements, the
electron vibrational coupling leads to the formation a vibra-
tional fine structure �Figs. 4 and 5�. This, however, does not
affect the formation of the two main transmission channels
that dominantly regulate the current through the molecule.

Our analytic results has been derived for description of
the current formed by a charge transmission through a single
isolated molecular level. The results demonstrate the impor-
tant role of inelastic kinetic processes as well as the role of
the Coulomb interaction between the captured electrons in
the transmission process; in particular, the formation of a
kinetic rectification effect. This result can be tested and veri-
fied experimentally if one measures the conductivity of a
single molecule with a well isolated conductive level. This
level has to be positioned not too far from Fermi levels of the
leads �about tenths of eV�. One of the molecular candidates
possessing such an isolated level could be associated with a
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level belonging the metallic ion �as an example, Cu2+� incor-
porated into a molecule. In this case, due to a large Coulomb
interaction between the extra electrons occupying the level
during the transmission, only the first transmission channel
�the channel with the empty level� is involved in a transfer
process and thus the I-V characteristic of the molecule has
not to be too complex. To our knowledge, up to now the
available experiments use molecules which possess more
than one level participating in the transmission. Meanwhile,
an in-depth analysis of basic transmission processes in a

single molecule can be done by studying the simplest case of
charge transfer through a single isolated molecular level.
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